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State of Power Prediction for Battery Systems with
Parallel-Connected Units
Weiji Han, Member, IEEE, Faisal Altaf, Member, IEEE, Changfu Zou, Member, IEEE
and Torsten Wik, Member, IEEE
Abstract—To meet the ever-increasing demand for energy stor-
age and power supply, battery systems are being vastly applied
to, e.g., grid-level energy storage and automotive traction electri-
fication. In pursuit of safe, efficient, and cost-effective operation,
it is critical to predict the maximum acceptable battery power
on the fly, commonly referred to as the battery system’s state of
power (SoP). As compared to the SoP prediction at the battery
cell level, predicting the SoP of a multi-battery system, especially
including parallel-connected cells/modules/packs, is much more
complicated and far less investigated. To solve this problem, a
system-model-based SoP prediction method is first proposed in
this paper. Specifically, based on the formulated system model
and generic state-space representation, the challenge of non-
monotonic system state evolution, arising from the dynamic
parallel current distribution, is identified and systematically
addressed by the proposed method. As demonstrated by tests on
a battery system set up with experimentally verified parameter
values, the proposed method outperforms the commonly applied
cell-SoP based methods for providing a more accurate and
reliable prediction of the battery system SoP. Moreover, the
proposed prediction framework presented in generic forms can
be readily applied to other system structures.
Index Terms—Battery system, parallel connection, power ca-
pability, prediction, state of power.
I. INTRODUCTION
Batteries have found promising applications to a variety
of areas for energy storage and power supply, from portable
electric devices, e.g., cellphones and laptop computers, to
large-scale systems, such as electric vehicles (EVs) and power
grid energy storage plants. In all these applications, the
battery system, composed of cells/modules/packs, has to be
charged/discharged within acceptable ranges of current, volt-
age, power, as well as within available charge/energy capac-
ities. For individual battery cells or packs, these operating
limits are specified by manufacturers but only for some given
operating scenarios. For instance, the maximum continuous
discharging current of the LG ICR 18650 C2 lithium-ion
battery cell is 2 C for the ambient temperature between 5 and
45 ◦C, but it drops drastically to 0.5 C if the temperature falls
below 5 ◦C, where 1 C corresponds to 2700 mA [1]. These
limits, specified only based on special cases, might be too
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conservative or aggressive in practical applications where the
working conditions and functional requirements vary in wide
ranges, e.g., the acceleration, climbing, or regenerative braking
of EVs during summer or winter days. To ensure the safe
and efficient operation, the maximum acceptable current or
power of the battery system should, therefore, be dynamically
updated on the fly according to the real-time system states
and operating conditions. This problem is commonly referred
to as the prediction or estimation of the battery system’s peak
charge/discharge power [2], [3], power capability [4]–[7], or,
more frequently, state of power (SoP) [8]–[13].
In this paper, the SoP of a battery system during charging
(discharging) is defined by the maximum constant current
with which the battery system can be continuously charged
(discharged) in the following time horizon of concern, i.e., the
prediction horizon, without violating any cell-level operating
constraints. Once the current-defined SoP has been predicted,
the maximum charging or discharging power during this
prediction horizon can then be accordingly predicted based
on the system’s terminal voltage. Clearly, a too conservative
prediction of the battery SoP indicates a waste of certain
available power capability. On the other hand, a too aggressive
SoP prediction could incur a series of progressive issues, such
as high power loss, rapid temperature increase, premature
termination of charging/discharging, accelerated degradation,
and even circuit faults, thermal runaway, and fire hazards.
Thus, it is crucially important to accurately predict the SoP
of a battery system. Moreover, only based on precise SoP
prediction can the controller effectively regulate the system
current or power for optimized performance. For instance,
the accurate prediction of a battery system’s charging SoP
can be directly used for the fast charging in battery-powered
applications [4], such as smartphones and EVs.
Depending on the application scenarios of battery systems,
the number of battery cells involved can vary from one in,
e.g., a cellphone, to thousands in, e.g., an EV. The SoP
prediction/estimation at the battery cell level has been stud-
ied in recent literature [4]–[7], [9]–[11], [13], [14], and a
comparative review of on-board SoP prediction for lithium-
ion batteries in EVs has been presented in [12]. The SoP
prediction for an entire multi-battery system, however, has
been less investigated to date. The most common method
in both industrial practice and academic research is to first
predict the SoPs of individual cells in the system, and then
infer the battery system’s SoP from these cell SoPs. This
method is, thus, referred to as the cell-SoP-based method.
A typical cell-SoP-based method is the Hybrid Pulse Power
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Characterization Test, introduced for determining the dynamic
power capability over the device’s usable charge and voltage
range, i.e., the vehicle battery pack’s SoP [15]. The basic
idea of this method is to first predict one battery cell’s SoP
and then scale it up to the battery pack level through a
pre-specified Battery Size Factor. In other words, the battery
system’s SoP is indeed predicted based on one single cell’s
SoP. Another cell-SoP-based method was proposed in [8] by
applying a comprehensive battery cell model to each cell’s
SoP estimation. However, when deducing the system SoP from
cell SoPs, the dynamic current distribution among parallel-
connected battery cells/modules/packs was not considered.
The above cell-SoP-based methods are readily applicable
to the SoP prediction of a battery system consisting of only
series-connected cells. In such a system, all cells always share
the identical current, and, hence, the system SoP in terms of
a constant system current is basically the cell SoP of the
minimum magnitude [2], [3]. Once any parallel-connected
cells are present, the current distribution among them is
always varying even given a constant system current during
the prediction horizon, as will be illustrated later in Section
II. Thus, the system’s SoP cannot be exactly derived from
associated cells’ SoPs because they are defined by constant
cell currents during the prediction horizon. To roughly predict
the SoP of a battery system with parallel-connected units based
on cell SoPs, the dynamic current distribution among parallel
cells/modules is either ignored, e.g., simply using a constant
sizing factor as in [15], or assumed to be uniform regard-
less of the heterogeneous cell open circuit voltages (OCVs),
charge capacities, or impedances as in [8]. Consequently, the
system SoP obtained based on cell SoPs potentially risks
overprediction or underprediction, leading to overutilization
or underutilization of the battery system accordingly (See the
illustration in Section V-E).
In order to accurately predict the SoP of a battery system
including parallel-connected units, comprehensive modeling
and analysis of the entire battery system’s operation, especially
the dynamic parallel current distribution, are required. Parallel
operation of battery cells has been modeled for performance
evaluation [16]–[19] as well as sensitivity analysis to hetero-
geneous cell resistance [16], [17], [19]–[21], charge capacity
[16], [17], [19], [21]–[24], number of parallel cells [18], [23],
and system configuration [16]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the complete battery system modeling considering
time-varying parallel current distribution has not been applied
to the battery system SoP prediction due to significantly
increased complexity in system modeling and algorithm design
as compared to those commonly used cell-SoP-based methods.
To address these critical challenges in the SoP prediction for
battery systems with heterogeneous and parallel units, which
will be particularly analyzed in Section II, an efficient system-
model-based SoP prediction method has been first proposed
in this paper.
In this work, major contributions have been made in the
problem formulation and algorithm design to achieve opti-
mality, high computational efficiency, and wide applicability.
Specifically, to pursue the optimal solution, the battery system
SoP prediction is formulated as an optimization problem with
respect to both the cell/string index and the time instant,
instead of only searching the cell/string index hitting the
operating limit of concern in the cell-SoP-based method. To
solve this problem, a system-model-based algorithm has been
developed, and its efficacy and advantage have been verified
through tests on a virtual battery system established with ex-
perimentally validated battery parameter values. In particular,
the computational cost is carefully restricted to facilitate online
applications by designing a three-step framework and applying
linear models to each short SoP prediction horizon while main-
taining optimality and sufficient modeling accuracy. Moreover,
the proposed SoP prediction method can be widely applied
to various battery connection structures, especially those with
parallel-connected units, since the problem formulation and
algorithm design are both based on the generic battery model
and state-space representation.
II. CHALLENGES OF PREDICTING BATTERY SYSTEM SOP
As defined in Section I, both the battery cell-level SoP
and system-level SoP are subject to cell-level operating limits
typically enforced on the cell current, terminal voltage, state of
charge (SoC), etc. The cell SoP is a constant cell current during
the prediction horizon, and, thus, can be directly constrained
by these cell-level limits. However, because the behaviors of
all cells in the system are controlled through a system-level
input, the system SoP is defined by a constant system current
subject to cell-level constraints. To bridge the gap between
system-level input and cell-level system behavior, the cell
interconnection needs to be considered.
For a battery system composed of only series-connected
cells, the system current and each cell current are identical,
which makes it straightforward to predict the system SoP
from individual cell SoPs. Once the parallel connection is
introduced, the system current is not equal to the current of
any individual parallel branch but their sum. Furthermore, the
system current is not evenly distributed to parallel-connected
cells/modules due to heterogeneous cell SoCs, ages, temper-
atures, or nonzero parallel connection resistances, and the
distribution ratios change over time along with the battery
dynamics. While the battery SoC imbalance can be mitigated
through external circuitry [25], [26], other factors, such as
parameter heterogeneity and battery dynamics, still exist. As
a consequence, given a constant system current for a certain
time horizon, the constrained cell-level variables, such as the
cell current and cell terminal voltage, could evolve in various
patterns. For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 1, given that the
constant charging current to a battery system is updated every
second, it can be observed that during each second the cell’s
current or terminal voltage could increase, decrease, or exhibit
a local minimum or maximum.
Fig. 1 reveals a critical difference in the evolution of
constrained cell-level variables between predicting the battery
cell SoP and system SoP. In the cell SoP prediction, thanks to
the monotonic system evolution under a constant cell current,
we only need to check the variable values of concern at the
beginning or the end of the prediction horizon. Nevertheless,
in the operation of a battery system, these variables might
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Fig. 1. Evolution of cell current and terminal voltage in a battery system
consisting of three parallel cells given a constant system charging current
updated every second. (a) Cell current evolution. (b) Cell terminal voltage
evolution.
follow non-monotonic evolution patterns and hit their upper
or lower bounds at some time instant during the prediction
horizon. Therefore, not only the initial and final time instants
but the intermediate period of each prediction horizon also
needs to be considered in the system SoP prediction. Such
challenges originating from the parallel connection and its
influence on the system SoP prediction, however, have never
been systematically addressed in the literature. To bridge this
research gap, in this work, we will investigate all battery cells’
evolution throughout the prediction horizon, and identify the
possible maximum or minimum values of these constrained
variables along with the corresponding time instants. To do
so, the battery system model along with it state-space repre-
sentation need to be formulated.
III. MODELING OF A BATTERY PACK SYSTEM WITH
PARALLEL CONNECTION
A. Equivalent circuit model of a battery pack system with
parallel-connected units
Battery systems with parallel-connected units can be set
up with different connection structures. To demonstrate the
development of the proposed SoP prediction method for such
systems, a battery pack system consisting of parallel battery
strings is taken as an example, in which each battery string is
composed of one battery cell or the same number of series-
connected cells. Depending on the number and interconnection
of in-pack cells/strings, the battery pack system can represent
one single cell, one string composed of series-connected cells,
parallel-connected cells, as well as parallel-connected strings.
When such battery packs are then connected in series to form
a larger-scale system, the entire system’s SoP still depends on
the pack SoP of the lowest magnitude since all packs always
share the same current. Thus, all the following analyses and
the SoP prediction will be performed on such a battery pack
system composed of parallel battery strings.
To analyze the battery system operation, the battery pack
system needs to be appropriately modeled, including both
individual battery cells and their connection topology. The
battery equivalent circuit model (ECM) is deployed here to
model each battery cell, and all wires connecting battery cells
are characterized by resistors. The battery ECM is widely
applied in research studies and industrial applications because
its model parameters can be updated online and the current-
voltage behavior can then be predicted with high accuracy but
low computational demand. An ECM diagram of the above
battery pack system, consisting of M parallel strings and N
serial cells per string, is presented in Fig. 2. To simplify the
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Fig. 2. ECM diagram of a battery pack system comprising M parallel strings
with N cells connected in series on each string.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, each battery cell ECM is composed
of one voltage source representing its open circuit voltage
(OCV), V (m,n)OC , m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, one
resistor characterizing its internal resistance, R(m,n)0 , and at
least one parallel RC pair to capture the voltage dynamics. In





j , respectively, and the corresponding RC
pair’s voltage is denoted by V (m,n)j , j = 1, 2, . . . , J , where
J is the order of the battery cell ECM. Although the first-
order battery ECM is shown in Fig. 2 for clear illustration,
i.e., J = 1, the ECM with multiple RC pairs will also be
considered in the following analysis and prediction. Then,















m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, (1)
where ImS denotes the current through all cells in the m-th
string.
To model the wiring among battery cells and the
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charger/load, connection resistors are added in Fig. 2. Specif-
ically, all cell connection resistances on each string are ag-
gregated into a connection resistance denoted by RmSc, m ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,M}. Besides, between adjacent parallel strings, the
connection resistance on the positive and negative terminals
are denoted by Rmpc and R
m
nc, respectively. In addition, the
charger/load is connected to the battery pack system through
a wire with its total resistance denoted by RPc.
B. State-space representation of serial cells on all strings
For each battery cell, to facilitate the linear expression of
the cell terminal voltage, the cell OCV V (m,n)OC and the RC pair
voltage V (m,n)j , j = 1, . . . , J , are chosen as state variables.
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J ]
T , x ∈ R(J+1)MN .
Let z(m,n) denote the cell’s SoC, defined by the ratio of
its present amount of charge Q(m,n) and its charge capac-
ity Q(m,n)C . Given the cell’s OCV-SoC curve, influenced by
the cell’s temperature, charge capacity Q(m,n)C , and current
direction (charging or discharging), the corresponding cell











































































j = 1, . . ., J, m = 1, . . . ,M, n = 1, . . . , N.




IS ∈ RM . Then, the state-space representation of all battery
cells can now be generalized from (2) and (3) as
ẋ = ASx+BSIS . (4)
C. Relation between the string currents and the pack current
Due to the dynamic current distribution among parallel bat-
tery strings, the control input in (4), i.e., all string currents, are
interdependent on each other and difficult to be individually
assigned. In industrial applications, it is usually the entire
battery pack’s current, i.e., IP in Fig. 2, that is feasible to
be controlled. Thus, the relation between all string currents
and the pack current needs to be analyzed.
Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) to each loop,
composed of two adjacent battery strings along with their

























































m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1. (5)
Additionally, applying KCL to the positive terminal of the
battery pack results in
M∑
m=1
ImS = IP . (6)
Reorganizing the above M equations in (5) and (6) yields
Ex+ FIS = GIP . (7)
Thus, string currents can be represented by the pack current,
IS = CIx+DIIP , (8)
where CI = −F−1E and DI = F−1G. (9)
It can be seen from (8) that a constant pack current IP leads
to time-varying string and cell currents IS because the system
state x is involved, which explains the observation in Fig. 1a.
This, again, indicates that the exact battery pack SoP cannot
be obtained by comparing cell SoPs in the presence of parallel
connection, but has to be predicted based on the battery pack
model.
D. State-space representation of the battery pack system
Finally, based on (4), (8), and (9), the state-space represen-
tation for the battery system is formulated as
ẋ = Ax+BIP , (10)
where A = AS −BSF−1E and B = BSF−1G. (11)
Clearly, the input of this system now becomes the pack
system’s current IP , distinguishing the battery pack SoP from
the single cell SoP. The matrices AS , BS , E, F , and G in
(11) can be derived based on (2), (3), (5), and (6), and they
will not be detailed here for brevity. Note that BS is state-
dependent based on the cell OCV-SoC curve, and so are A
and B. Seemingly linear, (10) is actually a nonlinear system.
In addition, as important variables constrained in the battery
pack SoP prediction, the vector of cell terminal voltages,




T , . . . , V
(M,N)
T ]
T , VT ∈ RMN ,
can be derived according to (1) and (8) and viewed as an
output of the system (10),
VT = CV x+DV IP . (12)
IV. SYSTEM-MODEL-BASED BATTERY PACK SOP
PREDICTION
To maintain the safe operation of a battery system, each
battery cell needs to operate within certain constraints com-
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monly imposed on each cell’s current, SoC, terminal voltage,
etc. In this section, the battery system SoP considering these
constraints will be predicted based on the state-space repre-
sentation formulated in Section III. For battery connection
structures other than the one shown in Fig. 2, the proposed
prediction procedure for the battery system SoP is also appli-
cable since the formulated state-space representation and the
following analyses are all presented in generic forms.
A. Linear system and solutions
Denote the present time instant by t0, and consider a pre-
diction horizon [t0, t0 +∆t) for the SoP prediction/estimation.
Then, during this horizon, as long as the pack current is
bounded by the pack SoP, none of the operating constraints
considered should be violated. Note that the pack SoP needs
to be updated frequently to adapt to the time-varying sys-
tem states and parameter values. For example, an updating
frequency of 10 Hz is typically applied to the battery pack
SoP prediction in EVs. Denote the update period of pack SoP
prediction by ∆tu, ∆tu ≤ ∆t. Then, the pack SoP predicted
at t0 for the following ∆t horizon will not be updated until
t0 + ∆tu.
During a sufficiently short prediction horizon ∆t, the battery
cell’s OCV-SoC slope k(m,n)V S can be approximately viewed as
constant. For example, when charging the LG ICR18650 C2
lithium-ion battery cell at its maximum rate of 1 C within
a wide SoC range [5%, 95%], only up to 0.6% change in
the OCV-SoC slope k(m,n)V S can be observed in one prediction
horizon ∆t = 1 s [1], [27]. Moreover, while the model
parameters in Fig. 2 are influenced by factors such as the
cell current, SoC, temperature, and hysteresis, these factors
do not change substantially given a constant pack current, e.g.,
the pack SoP, during a sufficiently short period. Thus, these
parameter values can be assumed constant within a short SoP
prediction horizon.
As a result, given a short horizon ∆t, the system matrices
in (10) can be approximately regarded as constant, and the
battery pack system (10) becomes a linear time-invariant (LTI)
system. To allow for various operating constraints, the system
output is expressed in a generic form,
y(t) = Cx(t) +DIP . (13)
For instance, if it is desired to output the string current, set
C = CI and D = DI based on (8). For such a generic
LTI system based on (10) and (13), the time-domain solutions
during the prediction horizon t ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆t) are
x(t) = eA(t−t0)x(t0) +KA(t− t0)BIP , (14)





B. Problem formulation of the pack SoP prediction
Denote the battery pack SoP in terms of the pack current
by ISoPP . When I
SoP
P is fed to the system, at least one output
entry, denoted by the q∗-th entry, will reach the output limit
ylim at a certain time instant t∗ during the prediction horizon,
i.e., ∃ q∗ ∈ {1, . . . , Q} and t∗ ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆t] such that
yq∗(t
∗) = ylim. Here, Q denotes the number of entries in
the output vector, e.g., Q = M for outputting the string
current vector IS and Q = MN for the cell terminal voltage
vector VT . Particularly, in the battery cell SoP prediction,
q∗ = 1 and t∗ ∈ {t0, t0 + ∆t} because the cell output evolves
monotonically throughout the prediction horizon. Following
this, for the SoP prediction of a string of series-connected
cells, only q∗ needs to be searched. To predict the SoP of a
battery pack system with parallel cells/strings, however, both
q∗ and t∗ need to be identified, which makes the problem
more complicated than the SoP prediction for individual or
series-connected battery cells.
Let the q-th output entry yq , q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, reach its limit
ylim at some time instant t ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆t], then by setting
yq(t) = y
lim in (15), the corresponding constant pack current
during this prediction horizon is
ISoPP (q, t) =
ylim − IqCeA(t−t0)x(t0)
Iq (CKA(t− t0)B +D)
,
q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}, t ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆t], (17)
where Iq is the q-th row of the identity matrix of size Q,
and these system matrices involved, i.e., A, B, C, and D, are
either pre-calculated or updated at t = t0.
It is worth noting that, given the output limit ylim in
(17), the corresponding input pack current ISoPP depends not
only on the index of the requested output entry, i.e., q, but
also on the corresponding time instant t when the limit is
reached. Different pack currents can be obtained using (17)
depending on the specified output entry and its time of hitting
the limit. To ensure the safe operation of the battery pack,
none of the entries in the output vector is allowed to exceed
the limits throughout the prediction horizon. Thus, among all
possible pack currents predicted by (17), the one of minimum
magnitude is selected as the the battery pack’s SoP, i.e.,∣∣ISoPP ∣∣ = ∣∣ISoPP (q∗, t∗)∣∣ = min
q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}
t ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆t]
∣∣ISoPP (q, t)∣∣.
(18)
According to (18), the exact battery pack SoP is impossible
to obtain by exhaustive search. Therefore, a computationally
efficient algorithm will be designed to solve this problem.
C. Pack SoP prediction algorithm
1) Preliminary prediction: Due to the possible non-
monotonic evolution of constrained output variables, such as
the string current and cell terminal voltage illustrated in Fig. 1,
the maximum or minimum over the prediction horizon might
occur at the beginning t = t0, at the end t = t0 + ∆t, or
in between. To generate a preliminary prediction of the pack
SoP, the first two special cases are considered, i.e., assuming
t∗ ∈ {t0, t0+∆t}. Then, based on (17) and (18), a preliminary
pack SoP prediction, denoted by IpreP , can be obtained by
|IpreP | = min{
∣∣ISoPP (1, t0)∣∣, ∣∣ISoPP (1, t0 + ∆t)∣∣,
. . . ,
∣∣ISoPP (Q, t0)∣∣, ∣∣ISoPP (Q, t0 + ∆t)∣∣}. (19)
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This preliminary prediction serves as an initial guess of
the pack SoP, which can be directly searched among 2Q
pack currents evaluated using (17). Note that, to lessen the
computational burden, the matrix exponential eA(t−t0) and its
integral KA(t− t0) at t = t0 + ∆t only need to be evaluated
once during each update period.
2) Checking feasibility: The feasibility of the preliminary
prediction still depends since all intermediate outputs have not
been checked yet. Thus, IpreP is fed to the system (10) and the
output values are sampled based on, e.g., (8) or (12). Then, any
output violation among all sampling points at t = t0 + s∆ts,
s = 0, . . . , Ns, will be detected, where ∆ts = ∆t/Ns is the
sampling period. If no output exceeds the limit, IpreP is feasible
and we terminate the prediction by setting ISoPP = I
pre
P .
Otherwise, record the set of output entries exceeding their
limits, denoted by Ωex, along with their sampled maximum
excesses and corresponding sampling instants.
3) Removing excesses: If IpreP is infeasible, each output
yq∈Ωex has at least one peak (valley) between t0 and t0 +
∆t violating the limit during charging (discharging). Given
a constant pack current and a short-term prediction horizon,
e.g., ∆t = 1 s, the output variables of concern, such as the cell
current or terminal voltage, do not oscillate. Thus, each output
yq∈Ωex is assumed to have only one peak or valley during the
prediction horizon. To remove the excesses in these output
entries, let each output yq∈Ωex reach the limit and its own
peak (valley) simultaneously during the prediction horizon of
the charging (discharging) process, which gives the conditions
yq(t) = y
lim, ẏq(t) = 0, q ∈ Ωex.
According to (15), the former results in the IP derived in (17),
and the latter leads to
ẏq(t) = IqCe
A(t−t0) (Ax(t0) +BIP ) = 0. (20)
Given any q ∈ Ωex, substituting the IP in (20) with the one










For each q ∈ Ωex, the time instant, at which the q-th output
is maximized or minimized and hits the limit, can be obtained
by solving (21), and it is denoted by toptq .
To solve (21) for the toptq ∈ (t0, t0 +∆t), Newton’s method
with quadratic convergence rate is deployed. Specifically, the
left-hand-side in (21) is viewed as f(t) and, accordingly, ḟ(t)
can be derived using de
A(t−t0)
dt = Ae
A(t−t0) and K̇A(t−t0) =
eA(t−t0) according to (16). For each output q ∈ Ωex, the
recorded sampling time instant corresponding to its sampled
maximum excess is used as the initial solution t(0). Then,
update the solution within [t0, t0 + ∆t] following
t(k + 1) = min{max{t0, t(k)−
f(t(k))
ḟ(t(k))
}, t0 + ∆t},
which is recursively applied until the convergence to toptq .
Based on the toptq predicted for each output with excess,
the corresponding pack current ISoPP (q, t
opt
q ), q ∈ Ωex, can be
calculated by (17). Finally, the battery pack’s SoP is predicted
by ∣∣ISoPP ∣∣ = min
q∈Ωex
∣∣ISoPP (q, toptq )∣∣. (22)
D. Pack SoP prediction considering multiple operating limits
The proposed algorithm, derived based on generic system
equation (10) and output equation (13), is applicable to
accommodate various operating constraints of battery cells.
For individual battery cells, the charging/discharging current
needs to be strictly limited since a too large current can cause
multiple issues, such as high power loss and temperature, fast
degradation, and even fire hazard [7], [12]. For interconnected
cells, e.g., the system modeled in Fig. 2, because all cells
connected in series on each string always share identical
current, the cell current limit is also enforced on the string
current. To predict the pack SoP considering cell/string current
limits, the output equation (8) should be deployed in the
proposed algorithm.
Moreover, as an important indicator of battery operating
status and circuit faults, the cell terminal voltage also needs
to be constrained. To predict the battery pack SoP considering
such voltage limits, the proposed algorithm based on the
output equation (12) can be directly employed. When multiple
operating limits are imposed, the pack SoP for each limit can
be individually predicted, and the prediction with the lowest
magnitude is then selected as the pack SoP for all these limits.
In addition, the upper and lower limits of the battery cell
SoC, commonly imposed to avoid overutilizing any battery
cell in the pack, have to be treated slightly differently in the
pack SoP prediction, since the evolution of the cell OCV-SoC
curve’s slope k(m,n)V S from present cell SoC to its specified limit
needs to be involved. As introduced in Subsection IV-A, the
proposed algorithm is derived for a short prediction horizon
during which k(m,n)V S can be assumed constant. Thus, only
when the present cell SoC is sufficiently close to its limit
can the prediction equation (17) be applied. Therefore, instead
of using (19), the cell-SoC-limited pack SoP is preliminarily
predicted based on the SoP predictions for other operating
limits, e.g., the cell current and terminal voltage limits, and
then followed by a feasibility check. If any cell SoC is detected
to violate its limit during the prediction horizon, indicating
that it already gets very close to the limit at the beginning of
this horizon, the proposed procedure for removing the excess
becomes applicable. To facilitate the feasibility checking and
excess removal, the following output matrices are derived.
To study the cell SoC evolution in a battery system in-
cluding parallel connections, as compared to Coloumb Count-
ing through the integral of time-varying cell current, it is
computationally more efficient to alternatively track the cell
OCV since it can be directly extracted from the state vec-





OC , . . . , V
(M,N)
OC ]
T , VOC ∈ RMN , and express it
as the system output
VOC = COCx+DOCIP . (23)
Clearly, COC is an MN×(J+1)MN matrix with zero entry
entries except C(i,(J+1)(i−1)+1)OC = 1, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MN},
and DOC is an MN × 1 zero vector.
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To wrap up, a flow chart is sketched in Fig. 3 to illustrate
the proposed system-model-based SoP prediction algorithm,
in which ISoPP,IS , I
SoP
P,VT
, and ISoPP,VOC denote the pack SoPs
considering the operating limits enforced on the cell/string
current IS , cell terminal voltage VT , and cell OCV VOC ,
respectively.
Input the system states x(t0), system matrices A, B, output 
matrices CI, DI, CV, DV, COC, DOC, charging or discharging 
mode, and operating limits on the IS, VT, and VOC
Estimate 𝐼 , and 𝐼 , using the method proposed in Section IV-C
Start
Set the preliminary estimate 𝐼 , based on the VOC limit by 
|𝐼 , |=min{|𝐼 , |, |𝐼 , |} instead of (19)
Set 𝐼 , = 𝐼 ,
Is 𝐼 , feasible?
No
Stop
Output the battery pack’s SoP by 𝐼  = 𝐼 ,
Yes
Estimate 𝐼 , following the removing 
excess procedure in Section IV-C 
Fig. 3. A flowchart of the proposed system-model-based battery pack SoP
prediction algorithm.
V. TESTS AND ANALYSIS
It is worth noting that, the predicted charging and discharg-
ing SoPs are aimed at indicating the bounds of battery system
current/power, and, hence, they are not always implemented
during practical operation. Then, to evaluate the performance
of the proposed battery system SoP prediction algorithm in
Section IV, a common practice in the literature is using model-
based simulation tests, e.g., [4], [10]. Moreover, for the short-
horizon SoP prediction, the model parameter values need to
be updated very quickly [28]. Thus, in this work, a second-
order lithium-ion battery ECM with parameter values looked
up from tables identified for commercial EV applications is
deployed to construct the battery system illustrated in Fig. 2.
A. Identification of look-up tables for battery ECM parameters
The battery parameter look-up tables were prepared for the
applied battery cell based on various battery charging and
discharging tests under different current rates, temperatures,
and cell SoCs. To do so, a testbed was set up as shown
in Fig. 4, where some battery cells were operating in the
chamber for constant ambient temperature and others were put
on the shelf with room temperature. All cells were charged or
discharged with various current rates through the battery tester.
While detailed modeling parameter values are omitted due
to commercial confidentiality, their dependencies on various
factors are presented in Table I. For instance, the battery cell’s
charge capacity and temperature can affect all cell modeling
parameters as well as the cell’s OCV-SoC curve. Moreover, the
cell’s RC-pair parameters, Rj and Cj , j = 1, 2, are sensitive
to the cell’s real-time current, and the cell’s OCV-SoC curves
during charging and discharging are different even given the
same cell capacity and temperature.
According to such parameter dependencies, the testing
procedure for each cell is designed as follows. (i) Given a
battery cell with a pre-estimated charge capacity, specify its
temperature through a temperature chamber and its current
profile by a battery tester. (ii) The cell was kept in the
chamber and charged/discharged following the current profile.
During this process, the battery’s terminal voltage and surface
temperature were sampled and saved in time series. (iii)
Based on the battery ECM, specified cell current profile,
and collected measurements, parameter values at various cell
SoCs were identified using a constrained least squares method,
implemented by the MatLab nonlinear optimization toolbox.
Following steps (i) to (iii), battery ECM parameters at various



















Fig. 4. Testbed for identifying the second-order ECM parameters of battery
cells.
TABLE I
DEPENDENCE OF BATTERY CELL PARAMETERS ON VARIOUS FACTORS.
Cell-level factors
Cell parameters Capacity SoC Temperature Current Hysteresis
R0 X X X
R1, C1, R2, C2 X X X X
OCV-SoC curve X X X
The modeling error of battery cell terminal voltage in terms
of mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) has been found
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to be less than 1% in extensive tests under various relevant
scenarios. For instance, as shown in Fig. 5, given the cell
current profile at 23 ◦C for a new battery cell of full charge
capacity (marked by the dashed curve), the measured battery
cell terminal voltages are compared with those simulated
voltages using the identified battery ECM parameter values.
It can be seen that the simulated voltage curve can well
match the measured one except for those low-voltage periods.
Specifically, the MAPE of all simulated voltages is 0.31% and
the MAPE is 0.16% for test periods during which the cell SoC
stays above 0.1. In EV applications, a typical battery SoC
operating window is [0.15, 0.85] to avoid issues at very low
and high SoC levels, such as higher aging rates and lower
voltage accuracy. Therefore, the battery pack, constructed
based on this battery ECM and pre-identified parameter look-
up tables, is a high-fidelity virtual battery system for practical
applications.


































Measured terminal voltage Simulated terminal voltage Cell current
Fig. 5. Comparison of the measured and simulated battery terminal voltages
under the given cell current profile at 23 ◦C (marked by the dashed curve).
B. Test settings
Throughout this section, a battery pack system composed of
M = 3 parallel-connected strings and N = 4 series-connected
cells per string will be tested for illustration. In each battery
cell model, there are J = 2 RC pairs. Assume all cells are
new and the temperature is set to 23 °C. All cell parameters
are determined according to the same set of parameter look-
up tables of the verified model. Given unbalanced initial
cell SoCs and nonzero connection resistances on strings and
between strings as shown in Fig. 2, uneven string current
distribution can be observed in the following tests. Since
the internal resistances of these batteries are quite small and
even comparable to the connection resistances assigned in
the following tests, the string currents differ from each other
significantly for clear illustration.
Note that, as shown in Fig. 6, when predicting the system
SoP at the beginning of each prediction horizon, current-
dependent cell parameters, i.e., R1, C1, R2, and C2 according
to Table I, are initially updated based on the predicted cell
currents at the end of the last horizon in response to the
previous pack SoP prediction. Once an SoP prediction for the
present horizon is obtained, the current-dependent cell param-
eters need to be updated accordingly and the SoP also needs
to be predicted again. Such an iterative updating procedure
continues until the absolute difference between the two latest
SoP predictions is less than a pre-specified threshold, e.g., 0.1
A as used in the tests presented here. Based on the final pack
SoP prediction and the requested pack current, the applied
pack current is determined. Then, cell parameters need to be
updated again to simulate the system operation according to
the applied pack current and the resulting string/cell currents.
Input system states, battery parameters, operating limits, and 
system current request for the present prediction horizon
Estimate the system SoP, denoted by SoP(1)
Start
update current-dependent parameters based on the SoP(1)
Estimate the system SoP, denoted by SoP(2) Set SoP(1) = SoP(2)
| SoP(2) - SoP(1) | < 0.1 A?
No
Yes
update current-dependent parameters based on the last SoP estimate
Stop
Output SoP(2) as the system SoP for the present prediction 
horizon
Fig. 6. A flowchart of the iterative update of current-dependent parameters
and system SoP prediction at the beginning of each SoP prediction horizon.
C. Efficacy of the proposed SoP prediction algorithm
Based on the battery system SoP definition, if the predicted
system SoP is applied at the beginning and not updated until
the end of the prediction horizon, i.e., IP (t) = ISoPP , t0 ≤
t ≤ t0 + ∆t, ∆tu = ∆t, some operating limit will be reached
but no limits should be exceeded. This will be illustrated in
Fig. 7.
Given slightly unbalanced initial cell SoCs within the com-
monly applied middle-SoC range in practical applications, e.g.,
0.5 to 0.55, ∆t = ∆tu = 1 s, and the upper limits of cell
charging current and cell terminal voltage, the pack SoP is
predicted using the proposed algorithm in Section IV and
applied to the virtual battery system established in Section
V-A. The resulting current and voltage evolutions of battery
cells during the initial operation period of 50 s are shown in
Fig. 7. Specifically, during the first stage from 0 s to 22 s,
the current of String 3, IS3 (marked by the purple solid curve
in Fig. 7 (a)), can reach the upper limit of cell currents, IubS
(marked by the red dashed line). Then, during the remaining
operation, the highest cell terminal voltage can reach the upper
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Fig. 7. Evolutions of constrained variables when applying the predicted pack
SoP by the proposed algorithm in Subsection IV throughout each prediction
horizon. (a) String current evolution. (b) Cell terminal voltage evolution.
limit as shown in Fig. 7 (b). Thus, throughout this test period,
no operating limits are violated, demonstrating the efficacy of
the proposed SoP prediction algorithm.
D. Local maximum or minimum during system evolution
As pointed out in Section II and shown in Fig. 1, in a
battery pack consisting of parallel-connected strings/cells, the
system behavior might evolve in various patterns during each
prediction horizon. In the proposed prediction algorithm, the
preliminary pack SoP IpreP is predicted only considering the
initial and final time instants of the prediction horizon, while
the pack SoP ISoPP is predicted based on the entire prediction
horizon. To compare these two predictions and their resultant
system behaviors, the above system used for illustrating the
efficacy of the proposed algorithm is tested again but with
a higher updating frequency, ∆tu = ∆t/2 = 0.5 s. The
preliminary pack SoP IpreP , predicted pack SoP I
SoP
P , and
their resultant cell/string current evolutions are compared in
Fig. 8.
As can be seen from Fig. 8a, the predicted IpreP > I
SoP
P
at t = 1 s and t = 1.5 s, which indicates that at least one
string current reaches the upper limit at a certain time instant
between the initial and final time instants of the corresponding
prediction horizons. As a consequence, when IP = I
pre
P is
actually applied during these horizons, the string current upper
limit is expected to be violated. This is confirmed in Fig. 8b,
where we can observe a current excess up to about 0.2 A
during the horizon [1 s, 2 s) as well as a smaller excess at the
beginning of the following horizon [1.5 s, 2.5 s).
Alternatively, when the predicted ISoPP is applied, i.e., IP =
ISoPP . The resultant string currents, shown in Fig. 8c, all fall
within the acceptable operating zone as expected. Moreover,

































































Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of the preliminary pack SoP IpreP and the pack SoP
ISoPP predicted using the proposed algorithm. (b) String current evolution
when applying IP = I
pre
P during each update period. (c) String current
evolution when applying IP = ISoPP during each update period.
in some discharging tests, it can also be observed that some
cell’s terminal voltage has a local minimum located neither at
the beginning nor at the end of one prediction horizon, and
such a special case can also be successfully handled by the
proposed SoP prediction algorithm.
E. Comparison with the cell-SoP-based method
In the commonly applied cell-SoP-based battery system
SoP prediction method, battery cells are modeled individually,
independent of each other. In the proposed system-model-
based method, in addition to modeling battery cells, their
interconnection, especially the dynamic parallel current dis-
tribution, is also taken into account. The pack SoP predicted
using these two methods, denoted by Ic.SoPP and I
s.model
P ,
respectively, along with their corresponding system behaviors
are compared in Fig. 9. For both methods, a constant pack
discharging current is requested, i.e., IreqP = -700 A, ∆tu = ∆t
= 1 s, and the same operating limits on the cell/string current,
cell terminal voltage, and cell SoC or OCV are imposed.
As illustrated in Fig. 9a, if the pack SoP is predicted by the
proposed system-model-based method, i.e., ISoPP = I
s.model
P ,
the pack current actually applied is determined by |IappP | =
min{|IreqP |,
∣∣Is.modelP ∣∣}. As a result, no operating limits are
violated during the simulation. One of the string currents
approaches its lower limit I lbS during the first six seconds,
as shown in Fig. 9c, and then some cell’s terminal voltage
approaches its lower limit V lbT during the remaining horizons,
as illustrated in Fig. 9e.
On the other hand, if the battery system SoP is predicted
based on cell SoPs, i.e., ISoPP = I
c.SoP
P , the requested pack
current IreqP always has a smaller magnitude than the predicted
pack SoP Ic.SoPP as shown in Fig. 9b. Thus, the applied pack
current is IappP = I
req
P . Consequently, both cell/string current
limit I lbS and the cell terminal voltage V
lb
T are violated during
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the applied pack current along with the resulting string
currents and cell terminal voltages using different SoP prediction methods.
ISoPP = I
s.model




P for (b), (d), and
(f).
certain periods as illustrated in Fig. 9d and Fig. 9f, indicating
that the Ic.SoPP is too aggressive to maintain the safe operation.
In practice, a predefined constant derating factor α ∈ (0, 1) can
be multiplied to Ic.SoPP to alleviate the violations. To cover
various circumstances, a very conservative factor needs to be
selected, indicating that some available power capability might
be wasted during certain moderate scenarios. Therefore, the
proposed method outperforms the cell-SoP-based method for
providing a more accurate and reliable SoP prediction.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
State of Power (SoP) has been investigated for battery
systems with parallel-connected units. The SoP prediction
for such systems is considerably more complicated than that
for individual cells because the cell interconnections cause
transient current distribution among parallel branches even
with constant system current. In addition, different from
short-horizon SoP prediction for individual cells, the largest
magnitudes of cell currents and voltages may occur any time
instant within the SoP prediction horizon.
Consequently, the system SoP prediction method based
on individual cell SoPs may therefore lead to unnecessarily
conservative predictions or predictions resulting in violation
of limits on voltage and current. To bridge this research gap,
we have derived and proposed an analytical system-model-
based prediction method, and its efficacy and advantages
have been demonstrated through tests on a system model for
an electric vehicle application, based on an experimentally
validated battery cell model.
The method has been developed based on linear state-space
modeling, and, hence, the prediction horizon needs to be
restricted for the linearity assumption to be valid. In future
work, longer prediction horizons considering the thermal effect
and the sensitivity of the battery system SoP to various factors
in Table I will be further investigated.
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